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Quebec Symphony — Tonight
Marc Connelly
Presents Works
No Gubernatorial Candidates
Answer Campus Questionnaire
It appears that the four can-
didates for primary election in the
gubernatorial race here in Maine
are not overly anxious to influence
the more than 6,000 persons(mostly voters) who read The
.41aiste Campus each week.
At any rate, we are still waiting
for replies to the questionnaires
•ent to the candidates two vseeks
ago. Three have said that they
will reply. Don't hold your breath,
hut by next week you should read
their answers to 10 important
questions concerning the welfare
and future of the state, written by
the men who would like to chart
the course.
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Argentine Student
Comments On U.S.
Support Of Dictators
(See Foreign Feature,
page 10)
A visit by Marc Connelly, one of America's leading play-wrights, will highlight the first busy week of the March Arts Festi-val. The Arts Festival will kick off tonight with a concert by theQuebec Symphony Orchestra at 8:15 in the Memorial Gymnasium.
The v.eeic moves into high gear
Sunday with a concert by the Habe-
nicht Ensemble in the Memorial
Union and the Chi Omega ArtsComplete Calendar For March - Ads Festival Month
Thursday, March 1
8:15 p.m.—University Concert Series, The Quebec Symphony—Memorial Gym (Admission charge)
Sunday, March 4
2:00 p.m.—Concert, The Habenicht Ensemble with William Sleeper.Pianist—Main Lounge, Memorial Union
3:30-5:00 p.m.—Tea sponsored by the Art Department and Chi Omega
sorority—Anthony Thieme oil paintings—Carnegie Hall
Tuesday, March 6
12 M—Faculty Seminar. The Literary Achievements of Marc Connelly,Prof. Walter R. Whitney—Merrill Hall Tea Room
4:10 p.m.—Poetry Hour, Readings from The Green Pastures by Play-
wright Marc Connelly—Main Lounge, Memorial Union
8:00 p.m.—Address, Adventures in Playwriting, Marc Connelly—
Women's Gymnasium
Wednesday, March 7
4:00 p.m.—Film, Renoir—Bangor Room, Memorial Union
Saturday, March 10
8:00 p.m.—Jean Leon Destine and his Haitian Dance Company—
Memorial Gymnasium
Sunday, March 11
2:00 p.m.—Coffee sponsored by Fine Arts Committee, Memorial Union.
and public showing of student art—Lobby of Memorial Union
3:00 p.m.—Films, The England of Elizabeth and Hamlet—BangorRoom, Memorial Union
Tuesday, March 13
12 M—Faculty Seminar, Maine Houses, Asst. Prof. Harry J. Greaver.Jr.—Merrill Hall Tea Room
4:10 p.m.—Poetry Hour, Readings from the works of Marsden Hartley.
Prof. Charles F. Virtue, Reader—Coe Lounge, Memorial Union
Wednesday, March 14
4:00 p.m.—Film, Appalachian Spring—Bangor Room, Memorial UnionThurisday, March 15
8:15 p.m.—University Concert Series, The Claremont Quartet—Wom-
en's Gymnasium (Admission by ticket obtainable without charge from
Music Department)
Sunday, March 18
4:00 p.m.—Humanities Series. Tennessee Williams and the New Trage-dy, Prof. Walter R. Whitney—Bangor Room, Memorial Union
Tuesday, March 20
12 M—Faculty Seminar, The Literary Achievements of Louis Unter-
meyer, Prof. Edward M. Holmes—Merrill Hall Tea Room4:10 p.m.—Poetry Hour, Readings by Louis Untermeyer, Poet andAnthologist—Main Lounge, Memorial Union
8:00 p.m.—Address, What Makes Modern Poetry Modern?
Louis Untermeyer—Women's Gymnasium
Wednesday, March 21
4:00 p.m.—Film, Goya—Bangor Room, Memorial Union8:15 p.m.—The Maine Masque, Blood Wedding, Lorca—
The Little Theatre (Admission charge)
Thursday, March 22
8:00 p.m.—Illustrated Lecture, Maine Houses, Prof. Harry J. Greaver,Jr.—Louis Oakes Room, Library
8:15 p.m.—The Maine Masque, Blood Wedding, Lorca—
The Little Theatre (Admission charge)
Friday, March 23
8:15 p.m.—The Maine Masque, Blood Wedding, Lorca—
The Little Theatre (Admission charge)
Saturday, March 24
8:15 p.m.—The Maine Masque, Blood Wedding, Lorca—
The Little Theatre (Admission charge)
Sunday, March 25
2:00 p.m.—Piano Recital, Virginia Rubottom—Main Lounge,Memorial Union
7:30 p.m.—Religious Arts Festival Program, sponsored by the StudentReligious Association—Main Lounge, Memorial Union
Monday, March 26
8:00 p.m.—Modern Character Sketches, Cornelia Otis Skinner—Memorial Gymnasium
Tuesday, March 27
12 M—Faculty Seminar, Spanish Vocal Music, Prof. Lewis H. Niven—Merrill Hall Tea Room
4:10 p.m.—Poetry Hour, Recent Canadian Poets, Prof. Cecil J.Reynolds, Reader—Coe Lounge, Memorial Union
8:15 p.m.—The University Singers, The Bartered Bride, Smetana—The Little Theatre (Admission charge)
Wednesday, March 28
4:00 p.m.—Film, The World of Rubens—Bangor Room, MemorialUnion
8:00 p.m.—Bangor Art Society lecture, The Art of Collecting Art,Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen—Carnegie Hall
Festival at Carnegie Hal.
Marc Connelly is the author of
Grf en Pastures, a folk play show-
ing the southern Negro's concept
of heaven and the Creation. Green
Pastures was written in 1930. Until
1936, it was banned in Great Britain
because the play shows God appear-
ing on the stage as a man.
Professor Walter Whitney will
discuss "The Literary .Achievements
of Marc Connelly" at a faculty
seminar Tuesday at noon in the
Merrill Hall Tea Room. Connelly
will read from his play at the poetry
hour in the Main Lounge of the
Memorial Union at 4:10. Connelly
will speak to the student body Tues-
day evening on "Adventures in Play-
writing" at 8 in the Women's Gym-
nasium.
Connelly won the Pulitzer Prizein 1930 for Green Pastures. Connel-
ly has worked as a journalist and a
free-lance magazine writer in ad-
dition to his playwriting. His arti-
cals have appeared in The New
Yorker. Theatre Magazine, and the
New Yon: Times. He is a member
of the United States Commission for
UNESCO and in 1953 he was
elected President of the National
Institute of Arts and Letters.
Among his other plays are Be
Yourself, The Farmer Takes a Wife,
and The Mole on Lincoln's Cheek.
Sunday. March 4. the Habernicht
Ensemble will present a concert inthe Main Lounge of the Memorial
Union. The Habernicht Ensembleis a 16-piece string orchestra from
Bangor. William Sleeper will ac-
company the group on the piano.
Later. on the same afternoon, ChiOmega Sorority will sponsor a teafrom 3:30 until 5 p.m. in CarnegieHall. Oil paintings by Anthony
Thieme will be on exhibit.
Faculty Council Plays Big Campus RoleRunning a large university is like managing
a big business. It takes a lot of coodination—
people in the right places at the right time—
ready to make suggestions from which deci-
sions evolve.
On this campus it is a group known as the
Faculty Council that fills this role as coordina-
tor between the administration and faculty
members. Through this Council administrative
members—such as the president of the Uni-
versity and the college deans—can inform pro-
fessors of what changes in policy are being
considered.
Likewise faculty members can have a say
on such items which directly involve them such
as the grading system or the advantages and
disadvantages of the 24. hour cut rule.
Back in the days when the University con-
sisted of Fernald Hall (the bookstore) and
Coburn Hall, the faculty number was small
enough so professors and administrative mem-
bers could convene in a group known as the
Faculty Meeting, the early forerunner of the
Faculty Council.
Excerpts from the Faculty Meeting min-
utes of 1890 shows the group on September
1 voting "to give Alford two demerits for
starting applause in the class in declama-
tion."
The scope of business has widened since
these early days and by a vote of the faculty,
the Faculty Council was establis1icd in 1950.
The Faculty Council has wide powers in such
areas as the University grading system, stan-
dards of admission and dismissal, curriculum
changes and absence rules.
Other areas of concern include a long list
of items affecting students directly such as:
student loans, housing, discipline, extracurricu-
lar activities and student morale.
The Faculty Council can also directly influ-
ence the life of the University professor in a
great many ways which include first of all his
qualifications, recruitment, and appointment.
Once a professor is on the staff the Council
can influence his teaching load, insurance and
retirement, leaves of absence, as well as fac-
ulty housing. For these reasons the faculty
representatives' opinions carry a great deal of
weight and influence on the teaching environ-
ment at the University.
A first glance at these areas of concern
would seem to place the Council in a pow-
erful position on campus with student, fac-
ulty and administrative matters coming un-
der the Council's jurisdiction. Yet it must
be recognized that the legal control of the
University is vested in the Board of Trustees.The Trustees delegate administrative respon-
sibility for the University directly to thePresident. Through the President this re-sponsibility is carried down to the deansand other University officials.
If action is voted by the Faculty Counciland does not have the approval of the Presi-dent or if the Faculty members and the Ad-ministration do not agree on a matter, thechairmen of the Elected Members (faculty)may go directly to the Board of TrusteesThe students have a non
-voting member inattendance at all Faculty Council meetings inthe person of the President of the GeneralStudent Senate. He is present to give infor-mation and opinions from the student angle
on any policies and affairs that directly affectstudents.
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Announce Cast For
Masque Production
The cast for '•Blood
has been announced by director,
James Barushok of the Department
of Speech. The play. to be present-
ed March 21. through March 24,
will be the Maine Masque Theatre's
:contribution to the Spring Arts
Festival. Tickets for the play will
go on sale early in March.
"Blood V. edding" set in Spain of
the 1920 s. is the story of a con-
tractua! marriage and the tragedy
resulting from such practices. The
inspiration :or the drama was a
newspaper article which the drama-
tist. Garcia Lorca. discovered in a
Madrid newspaper in 1928. The
article dealt with a murder-suicide
as a result of a love triangle. The
fact that the persons involved were
newlyweds caused the dramatist to
analyze and to re-evaluate the social
conditions of his native Spain.
"Blood Wedding" is the first of
three tragedies dealing with mar-
riage and family relationships in
modern Spain which Garcia Lorca
wrote. The other tragedies are
"Yerma" and "House of Bernard
Alba."
Playing the role of the Bride is
Judith Bell. The role of the Bride-
groom will be played by David
Howe. The matchmakers will be
Lea Hammer. as the Mother of
the bridegroom, and Leroy Clark
as the Father of the bride.
The story is complicated by Le-
onardo, the bride's lover, played by
Roland Burns. and Leonardo's wife
played by Carolyn Becker.
Others in the cast are: Julianna
Free. as Leonardo's Mother-in-Law;
Vicky Grotton. as the Servant: Cor-
inne Simons. as the Neighbor Wo-
man: Marjorie McGraw. as Death;
and Edward Bell. as the Moon.
Wedding guests and woodcutter,
will be played by Diane Ingalls,
Janice Churchill, Lois Ingeneri,
Betty Kazalski. Gregory Foster,
Peter Clough, Ted Babine, Victor
Whitehouse. and Charles Treat.
E. Allen Cyrus of the Depart-
ment of Speech will design the set-
tings.
A sidewise-striking snake whose
bite is amain always fatal is known
only on Formosa. It is a form of
Russell's viper, which is encountered
in other species in India.
CLASSIFIED
Use the Campus' weekly classi-
fied often. 750 for 25 words;
50 thereafter. Deadline Monday
noon for Thursday edition. No
charges, cash only. Use the cam-
pus mail, or put remittance and
classified in business manager's
mail box in Campus office.
WINCHESTER — 30-30. model
94 for sale. Good condition, used
only one season. $85 value. only
$50. See: C. E. Gerb. Beta.
HOUSE—Single house for rent.
Old Town. 5 rooms and bath.
Mostly furnished. Call evenings:
942-7910.
REPAIR—radio, hi-fl, tape re-
corders. Reasonable rates. Free
pick-up and delivery. 866-2878.
UKULELE—for sale. Tenor by
Martin. Call: John or Donna
Fenton, 827-4260.
BARGAIN—sale on dark glasses,
white canes and hearing aids.
Write: Helen Keller, Box 01,
Campus.
TRAILER—For sale. Available
immediately. 38' by 8'. Complete
with washer, TV and 2 bedrooms.
$1500 asking price. Inquire: Mo
Pare, Lot #22, Wilder Trailer
Park, Stillwater.
FOR SALE—Fox Model "B"
Double. Full and Modified
Choke. Single Trigger, Full Bea-
ver Tail. Excellent Condition.
$75.00. Phil Andrews, Alpha
Gam. 866-360.
T.V. Will Feature
Wood Wind Trio
"I he Un....:rsit) of Maine and
You" T.V. program will feature a
musical group, the Wood Wind Trio,
Sunday. March 4.
This newly organized ensemble
is composed of Maine students Mari-
lyn Lacombe, clarinetist; Jill Olsen.
flutist; Robert Miller on the french
horn, and Donna Groth, a faculty
wife, who plays the bassoon.
The Wood Wind Trio is sched-
Wed to go on tour shortly with the
University Singers. On April 15 they
will also perform in the Memorial
Union.
Host Jim Goff will introduce stu-
dent guests on the second half of
the show.
"The University of Maine and
You" is seen at noon Sundays on
Channel 5, WABI Bangor and in
Presque Isle.
MARC CONNELLY
Noted .4uthor
Mare Connelly- will read from hi-
play, The Green Pastures, at th.•
Poetry flour on Tuesday, March
6, at 4:10 in the Main Lounge of
the Memorial Union. At 8:00 pan.
the playwright will give an ad-
dress, "Adventures in Playwrit•
inst." in the Women's Gymnasium
Episcopal Church of thr
University of Maine
Chapel of St. Thomas
of Canterbury
Ash Wednesday, March 7
6:45 a.m., Holy Communion
5:00 p.m., Evening Prayer
(in position of ashes at
both services)
3,04
Salem refreshes your taste
714 
"air-softens"every puff
e Ae(41'' A Salem cigarette brings you the
taste of Springtime...so soft and refreshing. Puff after puff.. .pack after pack...
Salem smokes fresh and flavorful every time. Smoke refreshed ...smoke Salem!
• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too
Crpitmil by R J Rpyno'rls Teiroccn Company
• •
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Lowest prices, best service
Tydol Flying -A--
right next door to campus
on College Ave.
Service and Repairs
Peace Corps Recruiter For Near-
East, South Asia To Visit Campus
Joseph C. Wheeler, Deputy Chief
of the Peace Corps' Near-East
South Asia Programs, will be on
campus March 8-9 to meet with
students and faculty members who
are interested in the Peace Corps.
Wheeler will spend Thursday
morning with Dean Libby and
others in the College of Agriculture.
That afternoon he will be free for
meetings Aith department heads
and faculty members from the other
colleges. On Friday, he will be in-
terviewing interested Seniors. He is
particularly concerned with meet-
ing seniors, as he is recruiting for
Peace Corps projects which go into
training this summer. The seniors
should sign up for this program
through Mr. Philip Brockway at the
Placement Office.
32 Frosh Participate
In Honors Program
Thirty-two outstanding freshman
students at the University of Maine
have been selected to take part in
the honors program for the spring
semester.
Cecil J. Reynolds, of the English
department, announced that 29 of
the freshmen are in the College of
Arts and Sciences and three are in
4-4F ,41,1
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Almost ceery scientifically trained man can find stimulating and rewarding career
opportunities within the broad spectrum of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft activities.
Frem the solid foundation of 36 years as a world leader in flight propulsion systems,
P&WA eleselopment activities and research insestigations today are far ranging. In
addition to continuing and concentrated development cffert Cr. air breathing and rocket
engines. new and exciting avenues arc being explored in every field of advanced aero-
FpaCC. marine, and industrial power applications.
The reach of the future ahead is indicated by current rrograms. Presently, Pratt &
l-,!trey !..-.raft is exploring the fringe areas of technicr.! knowledge in frognetokitlro-
d).,:m,:cs . . . przerndonics and thertno-electrie coiret.qc rs . . . lorcr.conie populsion . . .
fuel cells and nuclear power.
To he'p m.r.e tomorrow closer to today, we continoti!!: sec ;. ambitious young engineers
and scientists. Your degree? It can be in: MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL
• ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING II PHYSICS
• CHEMISTRY II METALLURGY II CERAMICS • NI,c.THEMATICS II ENGI-
NE ERINei SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS.
lie:d still broadens. The challenge glows greater. And a future of recognition
and adsaneement may he lien: for you.
InTROMPINTRWEVIRMINE—NIERIENIMEM 
For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & WhitneyAircraft. consu4 your college placement officer or write to Mr. R. P. Azinger,Enginee-inr. Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. East Hartford S. Conn.
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
CONNELTLLUT OPERATIONS East Hartford, Connecticut
FLOCICA RESEARCH AND DEVEL:MMENT CENTER Palm Btath County, Florida
O. I :.p!,!,c.3,-.ts recc fee ccmider.ition fcr emplcyrnent vi.thout regard to race, creed,color or national origin.
the College of Education.
This is the first time that the hon-
ors program has been extended to
the freshman year. The freshmen
will read and discuss great books
Reynolds said. The College of Arts
and Sciences sponsors the honors
program, but this year a few stu-
dents in education are being includ-
ed.
High-ranking University freshmen
are chosen for the honors program.
-They accept if they are able to work
it into their schedules. Several of
those chosen were unable to accept.
Those in the program from the Col-
lege of Education are: Paula Reddy,
Kittery; Laurie A. Anderson, Mon-
son: and Peter G. Sawtelle, South
Pans.
ARTS AND SCIENCES FROSH
Honors program freshmen in the
College of Arts and Sciences are:
Marthe Anne Beaudoin, Sanford;
Sally J. Day, Newton Lower Falls,
Mass.; Linda Lee Lovely, Houlton;
E. Ann Temple, Foxboro. Mass.;
Marilyn S. Percival. Old Town; L.
Smith Dunnack, Augusta: Martha
L. Hunt, Sheffield, Mass.: John R.
James, Portland.
Robert L. Henderson. Brownville
Junction; Robert G. Bailey, Saco;
Paul F. Harnden, Rangeley; Michael
J. DeSisto, Roslindale, Mass.; Mar-
cia Savage. Northeast Harbor; Bar-
bara A. Waters, Kittery; Jeanne E.
Noyes, Bangor; Pamela I. Perkins,
Bangor.
Pauline E. Stewart. Portland;
Trudy H. Blanchard, Mars Hill;
Lisbeth E. Wiley, North Attleboro,
Mass.; Linda A. Morancy. Saco;
Alice C. Prine. Limestone; Mrs.
Rita Kingsbury Fox, Bridgewater;
Mary L. Moski, Portland; Pamela
J. Trojanoski, Bangor; Shelia J.
Allen, Bangor.
Also, Albert F. Sargent. Melrose,
Mass.; Bennett F. Files, Portland;
Hazel J. Woods, Kittery Point: and
Alan G. Sawyer. Augusta.
Forestry Dean
Speaks At Dinner
Dean J. W. Ker will be the
speaker at the annual Forestry din-
ner to be held April 12. Dean Ker
is head of the forestry faculty at
the University of New Brunswick.
The dinner will be sponsored by
Xi Sigma Pi, the honorary forestry
and wildlife society. Dean Ker will
give an illustrated talk on forestry
in Hawaii where he spent last sum-
mer.
On Saturday and Sunday. April 14
and 15. the entire forestry faculty
from New Brunswick will visit the
forestry faculty at the University
of Maine. This will be the first
rlanned joint meeting of the two
faculties.
The Re‘. Margaret K. Henrich-
-en. author of Seven Steeples.
.peak at the World Day of
Praser Service at the Orono
Church of Unhersal Fellowship,
I rida%. March 9. The service is
twine held at 4 o'clock in the af-
t, r 
 to accommodate
it • •tudents and facultN.
Beds — Chests — Desk
At reasonable prices
ECONOMY FURNITURE
Railroad Station, Old Town
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Counseling Service Student's Plan To Awaken Campus
Has New Director
The Spring semester of 1962 marks
another step in the University's
efforts to provide a complete pro-
gram of personnel services for its
students. This semester the Univer-
sity Testing and Counseling Service,
formerly named the University Test-
ing Service, has a new full-time di-
rector on its staff. Dr. Robert A.
Apostal, the new director. replaces
Dr. Mary S. Zink who resumes on
a full-time basis her regular duties as
Associate Dean of Women.
Dr. Apostal did undergraduate
work at the University of Minnesota
and took his doctorate in the coun-
seling psychology program at the
University of Missouri. For the past
o and one half years he was a
counselor on the staff of the Guid-
ance Bureau at the University of
Kansas.
DR. ROBERT A. APOSTAL
The functions of the Service re-
main substantially the same as be-
fore, according to Dr. Apostal. The
major function is the counseling of
students who wish to determine
solutions to various problems that
they have. Usually, these problems
center around educational, voca-
tional, or personal-social adjustment.
Students Debate
In N.Y. Tourney
Irene Brown and Joyce Higgins
represented the University of Maine
at the St. John's University Debate
Tournament in Jamaica, Long
Island, February 23 and 24. The
debaters won two decisions from
the University of Scranton and from
Tufts University. Split decisions
were won from Brooklyn College
and Fordham University, and two
decisions were lost to M.I.T. and
Brandeis University.
Two debating teams will partici-
pate in the Cherryblossom Invi-
tationed Debate Tournament at
Georgetown University in Washing-
ton, D. C., from March 1 to March
3. There will be seven rounds of
debate and a championship debate.
The two teams representing the Uni-
versity of Maine will be Richard
Hall of Calais and Ted Sherwood of
Stillwater, and Irene Brown of Oro-
no and Joyce Higgins of Bath. The
debaters will be accompanied by
Dr. Gardner, head of the Speech
Dept.
Two teams will also participate
in the M.I.T. Invitational Debate
Tournament on March 1 and 2.
There will be six rounds of dehate
and championship debates. The two
teams are Marjorie McGraw of
Blue Hill and Wayne Johnson of
Rockland. and Royce Flood of
Bangor and Stuart Rich of Old
Town.
For example, one student may wish
to find ways of becoming more effi-
cient in his studies. Another may
need help in discovering appropri-
ate educational and vocational out-
lets for his interests and abilities.
Still a third student may wish to
discuss a personal problem with the
counselor. In general, regardless of
the specific problem being worked
on, the counselor encourages the
student to find answers to these
questions: Who am I? and Where
am I going?
Counseling is completely volun-
tary and the decision to initiate coun-
seling always rests with the student.
A student's instructor, Adviser, or
Dean may suggest counseling to
work through a certain problem but
the final decision to do so is the
student's. With some students the
counselor may assign a test or two
to provide information in this prob-
lem-solving process. No testing may
be necessary for other students. All
counseling information is considered
confidential and is not released to
anyone without permission to do so
from the particular student involved.
Another function of the Service
is testing, both for off-campus pro-
fessional testing agencies and for
Deans and Advisers of certain stu-
dents. With respect to the latter, Dr.
Apostal is happy to accept a referral
for testing. He will make it clear
with these students that the refer-
ral was made for testing purposes
and that a report of the results will
be made. The Deans or Advisers
may use the information in the re-
ports to assist the students with their
educational plans.
The Testing and Counseling Ser-
vice is located on the first floor of
the new Education Building. Ap-
pointments for counseling may be
made by phone (call Ext. 463) or
by coming in person to the Educa-
tion Building.
Scholarships Go
To 11 Aggies
Eleven top-ranking students in the
College of Agriculture received $50
token scholarships in recognition of
their outstanding achievement at a
luncheon at Merrill Hall, Feb. 23.
The scholarships were awarded
from the James E. Totman Fund to
Linda Mansfield, Douglas Best, Rich-
ard Riding, Marjorie Libby, Robert
Smallidge, Christopher Erskine, Ger-
ry Whiting, Peter Clough. Edward
Leavitt, Douglas Monteith and Rich-
ard Lord.
Twenty-one freshmen in agricul-
ture who made Dean's list for the
first ranking period were also hon-
ored at the luncheon which was at-
tended by Dr. Austin Peck, vice
president for academic affairs; Dean
of Agriculture Winthrop Libby; Dr.
Franklin Eggert, head of the depart-
ment of horticulture; Dr. Jane Crow,
director of the School of Home
Economics, Albert D. Nutting, di-
rector of the School of Forestry;
Dr. David Huntington, assistant to
the dean; and freshmen faculty ad-
visers.
HOLMAN'S TEXACO
Stillwater Corner
All types of mechanical
work—guaranteed
and insured.
Starting and Towing
Service & Accessories
Weekdays 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Holidays & Sundays
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Editors:
It is ironic that the Campus. the
Senate and I all had the same objec-
tives in mind. I also was planning to
awaken the apathetic Maine student
and also the student Senate. How-
ever, I was planning to turn the stu-
dent Senate into a collective, and
when my five-year plan failed, I
would write a letter to the Maine
Campus to question their awareness
of events on campus. But alas, I did
not receive any free posters.
If, perchance, you (the senate)
should receive any plastic material
from France, I trust you will use
some discretion in arousing the
apathetic student against the OAS.
P. Raffinate
Phi Mu Delia won a Decca Stero
Console in the Marlboro package
saving contest. Stodder Hall cap-
tured the women's division by win-
ning a high-fidelity set. Sigma Chi
and Sigma Phi Epsilon were awarded
the consolation prize, a polaroid
camera. A total of 65,000 boxes and
packages were submitted for the
contest.
See us for special bargains on fraternity and college charms
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
campus dealers for Hamilton Watches
38 Main St., Orono tel. 64032
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KING OR REGULAR
If you didn't win in the Fall Contest . . . try again!
And lots of luck. If you didn't even enter during the
first half, start now! And lots of luck to you, t00.
The rules are the same, but we'll give them to you again, fast!
1 Pick up an Official Registration
" Envelope. You'll find them all
around campus and in your local
smoke shop. Our Liggett & Myers
Campus Rep has a supply too.
A Take the Sportscar Quiz printed
on the Registration Envelope
(it's easy). Sign your name and
address and mail it in—along with
5 bottom panels from 5 packs of
Chesterfield, L&M or Oasis ciga-
rettes.
v
•2 If you pass the quiz, you'll 
.
re-
ceive a limerick in the mail with
the last line missing. Finish it with
a good rhyme and send it back. The
limericks will be judged for clever-
ness and appropriateness. The 4 best
limericks win the Sprites in the
Spring. And one of them could be
yours!
4 Enter as often as you like. Reg-
istration Envelopes must be in
by April 1st. Limerick entries by
April 15th when the contest officially
closes.Winners get their new Sprites
before school's out!
So enter often—and keep smoking
Chesterfield,L&M's and Oasis ciga-
rettes—they're in a class of their own!
ENTER TODAY! ENTER OFTEN!
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Orono, Maine, March 1, 1962
Music Takes Art Break
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Four of the University Singers take a break from rehearsal of Smetana's TheBartered Bride to look at the art exhibit in the gallery of Carnegie Hall. Pic-tured above are, left to right, Carol Snow, Sonja Weeks, Joyce Harburger, andLinda Lord. (Photo by Colbath)
Applications of those persons interested in tryingout for 1962-63 editor and business manager of TheMaine Campus should be submitted to Prof. BrooksHamilton, 2 Fernald Hall, Campus, on or beforeMarch 9. Both positions pay full in-state tuition forthe year. Applicants need not be journalism majors.
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A man with Alopecia Universalis*
doesn't need this deodorant
He could use a woman's rollnn with impunity. Mennen Spray was
made for the man who wants a deodorant he knows will get throughto the skin . . where perspiration starts.
Mennen Spray Deodorant does just that. It gets through to the
skin. And it works. All day. More men ust ` .1ennen Spray than any
other deodorant. Have you tried it yet? 94$ and $1.00 plus tax
•ComPlvte lac IR or bOdy hi MAI of t A IOC P. leg:. wilt:lets. face. 1111.
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Society
By INGRID BAEST
It was ladies night on frater-
nity row Friday night as the
sororities gathered at the fra-
ternities for the annual sorority
pledge formals in honor of the
pledges.
"Gammalot" was the theme
of the Gamma chapter of Alpha
Omicron PI dance held at Sig-
ma Chi. The medieval theme
was carried out with brightly
colored shields, streamers and
pennants against a castle back-
ground. Music was furnishedby Hal Wheeler. The pledges
were presented by their mothers
in a short ceremony in which
the pledges received flowers and
crowns. Afterwards the pledges
entertained with singing.
The Kappa Sigma fraternity
house, brother group of Chl
Omega sorority, was the scene
of "Chi Omega Goes Collegi-
ate". The white and gold color
scheme lent a festive air along
with the music of Frank St.
John. After the presentation of
the pledges, the Chi-Otees sang
and the Sophomores entertained
with skits.
Jacqueline Fournier was select-
ed Pledge Sweetheart of Phi Mu
sorority at the dance Friday at
Phi Mu Delta fraternity. The
"r!astle Land" theme was carried
out in pink and white. Nat
Diamond furnished the music
for dancing.
"Stairway to the Stars" was
the theme of Alpha Chi Ome-
ga's dance. The couples danced
among the stars and planets
with Don Silvia making heaven-
ly sounds for the dancers. The
pledges received old fashioned
carnation bouquets. After the
presentation of the pledges the
sisters sang. Phi Eta Kappa
was host to the Alpha Chis.
"Adventure in Blue" was the
theme of Delta Zeta's pledge
formal. The blue abstract
theme provided the atmosphere
for the music of Charlie Free-
man's combo. The pledges
were honored during a short
candlelight ceremony. Mrs. Car-
Continued on P. 6
Editors Corner
Published minutes of the last
Faculty Council meeting re-
vealed that the members dis-
cussed the matter of student
representation on the Council.
Some think the students should
not be represented. Currently.
the president of the Student
Senate is a non-voting member
of the Council, available to
give students' views on various
matters. We assume that mat-
ters discussed at the council
meeting concern students. Con-
sequently, why shouldn't we be
represented?
As a matter of fact, why isn't
this meeting of a body which
has much to say about the
operations of a public institution
open to the press? Trustees'
meetings have recently been
opened to the communications
media: we think the Faculty
Council should do likewise.
We realize that the council
occasionally discusses matters
that involve individuals and
should not be made public. The
Trustees also discuss matters
which they request be kept
confidential and their wishes
have been complied with. Most
newsmen today know the "Free-
dom of the Press" is not a
simple matter: it must be
tempered with responsibility, but
maintained at all costs.
The full and exciting slate of
events for Arts Festival Month
should put an end to all the un-
founded cries for culture. "Cul-
ture", so called, is where you
find it. and anyone on the 1..."-M
campus this month won't have
to look very hard. Several pro-
fessors. most notably Professor
Hartgen, promote and encourage
this sort of thing all year long.
Now, in one month, we have the
opportunity of a lifetime. Last
year, the festival was over be-
fore many of us took advantage
of it. This year posters have
been erected. calendars will be
published, and everyone will
be talking about it. Names
like Marc Connolly, Louis
1"ntermeyer, Cornelia Otis Skin-
ner and the Quebec Synnb.hony
can't go unnoticed. If we don't
take advantage of everything
we can this month, we can't
complain about getting a well
rounded education, because we
wouldn't deserve it.
The Maine Day Committee
began weekly meetings last Sun-
day night. If this kind of
enthusiasm continues, we should
be in for a busy, enjoyable and
well-planned Wednesday, May 2.
BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
"A Good Spot To Relax"
• NOW THRII WED. •
Distinguished Adult
Entertainment
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Please Note
('OMPLETE SHOWS DAILY
At 2:00 - 4:50 - 7:40
Sun. 3:00 - 5:25 - 8:05
Mat. 70c -- Eve. 80e
BIJOU
STARTS FRIDA
Journey
to the
Seventh Planet
in color
John Agar
Greta Thyssen
Ann Smyrner
Sat. and Sun. Matinees
special bonus feature
full length feature cartoons
in color
Alakazam
the Great
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Society
Continued from P. 5
ole Warren Spiller, past presi-
dent, was chosen as Delta Zeta
Dream Girl. The dance was
held at Theta Chi.
At Delta Tau Delta the
Delta danced to the music
Sammy Saliba. "Delta Indigo"
was carried out in purple with
Tr-
of
old fashioned lanterns lending
a romantic mood. The sisters
sang the sweetheart songs after
the presentation of the pledges.
"Beau and Arrow" was the
theme of the Phi Beta Phi
sorority pledge formal held at
the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity
house. Music was furnished by
Watie-Lank. Carolyn Costain,
the new president of Maine
Campus manuan
(Author of "Rally Round The Flag, Boys", "The
Many Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
HOW TO BE A BWOC
Ladies, let me be frank. The days of the college year dwindle
down to a precious few. And some of you—let's face it--have
not yet become BWOC's. Yes, I know, you've been busy what
with going to class and walking your cheetah, but really, ladies,
becoming a BWOC is so easy if you'll only follow a few simple
rules.
The first and most basic step on the road to being a BWOC
is to attract attention. Get yourself noticed. But be very, very
carefuLnot to-do it the wrong way. I mean, any old girl is
bound to be noticed if she goes around with a placard that says,
"HEY! LOOKIT ME!" Don't you make such a horrid gaffe.
On your placard put: "ZITT! REGARDEZ NIOI!" This, as
you can see, lends a whole new dimension of tone and dignity.
Once you have been noticed, it is no longer necessary to carry
the placard. It will suffice if, from time to time, you make
distinctive noises. If, for instance, every three or four minutes
you cry, "Whippoorwill!" you cannot but stay fresh in the
minds of onlookers.
We come now to clothes, a vital accessory to the BWOC—
indeed, to any girl who wishes to remain out of jail. But to the
BWOC clothes are more than just a decent cover; they are,
it is not too much to say, a way of life.
This spring the "little boy look" is all the rage on campus.
Every coed, in a mad effort to look like a little boy, is wearing
short pants, knee sox, and boyshirts. But the BWOC is doing
more. She has gone the whole hog in achieving little boyhood.
She has frogs in her pockets, scabs on her knees, down on her
upper lip, and is followed everywhere by a dog named Spot.
All this, of course, is only by day. When evening falls and her
date comes calling, the BWOC is the very picture of chic fem-
ininity. She dresses in severe, simple basic black, relieved only
by a fourteen pound charm bracelet. Her hair is exquisitely
coiffed, with a fresh rubber band around the pony tail. Her
z:
1,
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daytime sneakers have been replaced by fashionable high
heeled pumps, and she does not remove them until she gets to
the movies.
After the movies, at the campus cafe, the BWOC undergoes
her severest test. The true BWOC will never, nem., never, order
the entire menu. This is gluttony and can only cause one's date
to blanch. The true BWOC will pick six or seven good entrees
and then have nothing more till dessert. This is doss and is
the hallmark of the true BWOC.
Finally, the BWOC, upon being asked by the cigarette vendor
which is the brand of her choice, will always reply, "Marlboro,
of course!" For any girl knows that a Marlboro in one's hand
stamps one instantly, as a person of taste and discernment, as
the possessor of an ecrucated palate, as a connoisseur of the finer,
loftier pleasures. This Marlboro, this badge of savoir-faire,
comes to you in flip-top boxes that flip, or in soft packs that are
soft, with a filtez that filters and a flavor that is flavorful, in all
fifty states of (lie rbibri and Duluth. C 1962 5ia2 Stulmils0
: ." • •
BMOC: Buy Marlboro On Campus. Buy then, downtown,
too. Either place, you get a lot to like.
Alpha chapter, presented the
pledges with carnations as they
came through the arch of golden
arrows.
Initiated into Pi Beta Phi
Sunday afternoon were Bonnie
Adams, Stephanie Barry, Amy
Cook, Mary Kate Foote, Daphne
Goodwin, Pamela Goodwin, Kar-
en Helliwell, Judy Kay, Julie
Love. Sandra Moores, Paula
Reddy, Barbara Rider, Barbara
Waters and Jean Woods.
Pinned: Judy Zottoli to Da-
vid Watts, Phi Gamma Delta;
Jocelyn Genest to Bert Pinard,
Providence College; Geraldine
Robbins, Washington State
Teachers College, to Stanley Ro-
berts, Sigma Nu; Susan Thurs-
ton to Richard Gerry, Phi Gam-
ma Delta; Hazel Robinson, Uni-
versity of Vermont to Jack
Barclay, Alpha Gamma Rho;
Elizabeth England to William
Fisher, Alpha Tau Omega, Mid-
dlebury College.
Engaged: Bonnie Robinson to
Neil MacLean.
Married: Catherine Stimpson
to Arthur Warren, Sigma Chi;
Janet Yudowitch to Eino Leino-
nen, '61.
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Typewriter
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Featuring
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SMITH-CORONA
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ELECTRIC PORTABLE
Sensational valuis. The exclusive Electric
Portable. Loaded with delux• typing Na-
tures. Big Target Tab Row—Standard Offke
Keyboard — Quick-set Margin Controls —
Touch Seltctor—Repeat Actions—Electric
Impossion Control. Outperforms any porta
Ste typewriter ever made.
le YEAR
GUARANTEE
Gsataatapoll Sy -
Good Ihres•keeplag
More People Buy
smiTH - CORONA
Portables Than Any
Other Make
Low Terms
Pay While You Learn
Main St. — Old Town
Hiram Writes Home
Watch That Govermint!
Dcar Momma.
I jist had ta rite an tell ya
what I been laming here at the
Universecity of Main. One of
the professas told us in history
class the other day bout the
fedral govermint and how its
plottin to steal away all our
individal and state rites. They
takes away all the money from
poor old rich people who done
slaved all their lives for it and
uses it for foolish stuff like
social security and roads and
such. An if you take any of
the dirty fedral money you get
all caught up in the control
strings which is attached ta the
filthy stuff.
You betta not rite to Maggie
no more Momma cuz the pro-
fessa said that when our
Senaters and reprehensables
get down their in D. C. they get
brainwashed by the evil gover-
mint — I guess they couldn't
do it to Cliffie an Pete cuz they
aint nutin ta wash — but no
matter if we do vote fer them
peeple, once they leaves the
safety of our boarders they be-
cums just as bad as them gover-
mint men.
That there space
jict another way
the poor taxpayers
the Lord a wanted
business is-
a spending
muny. If
US on the
moon he wooda put us there.
An all that money wasted on
airports an jetplans — why do
you know that a jetplan uses
nuff gas in one WHOOSH to
run ol lizy all year?
Well, momma, I gotta get
hack ta my learning. I'm reed-
ing a reel intaresting book about
a "Consientoius Consavationist"
all bout how money don't grow
on trees, you hafta inheirit a
Departmunt Store, or sumthin.
I'll rite agin when I lern sum-
thin.
Your luvin son,
Hiram
More Letters
On A Limb
To the Editor:
In your recent statement:
"Education is the cure for all
social, political, and economic
ills", you certainly did put your-
self out on a limb, but I'm
afraid your limb is apt to break
off. Why? Basically, it's be-
cause man's motive in obtain-
ing an education is wrong. Too
many are concerned with the
personal reward a college edu-
cation will eventually bring in
terms of success and money.
Education is not the total an-
swer to our problems nor the
complete cure for our ills. Rath-
er, the answer still lies in Chris-
tianity. Students must make
certain of their position before
God. The problem of the world's
predicament lies basically in the
hearts of men. This heart con-
dition must be cured individual-
ly, before any progress can be
made. If we are at all anxious
about the world situation and
are at all responsible individu-
als, it should be our obligation
to investigate the claims of
Christ thoroughly. A living
person, not an institution such
as education, holds the vital
cure for all the world's ills.
A. Sodergren
There Is Apathy
To the Editor:
Yes, it is true that there is a
great deal of student apathy on
our campus. One reason why
student apathy is especially
great is the fact that we have
so little contact with the out-
side world. I am sure that if
there were more outside speak-
ers there would be less apathy.
But since this is hardly possible
for financial reasons, let's at
least give our full support to the
cultural clubs, e.g. the Interna-
tional Club, which tries to give
a better understanding of the
world in which we live.
David 0. Solmitz
Official Notices
Motor Vehicle Operators
Students must notify the office of the Dean of
Women or Dean of Men of a change in the state
motor vehicle registration, giving the new regis-
tration number of the car within three days (Satur-
(lay and Sunday excluded) of the change in regis-
tration.
Peace Corps
S:15 p.m., Thursday, March S — Bangor Room
Joseph C. Wheeler, deputy chief division of Near
East South Asia programs. Informative talk.
Friday, March 9 — Davis Room
Senior interviews all day. Sign up at Placement
Bureau. Further information available from the
Registrar.
B. D.
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maine campus
EDITORIALS
B. D. N. An Appraisal
The vast size and widely dispersed population of Northern Maine makes it
onomically unfeasible for more than one daily newspaper to operate success-fully. A newspaper operating in this section of the state has a virtual monopoly,
comparable to that of a public utility, because of its favored position and vital
service to the public. However, unlike a public utility, it is not closely regulated,
'even though it carries vast responsibilities to the public.
It is the responsibility of any newspaper, whether or not it faces competition,to present an objective viewpoint on its editorial page. Those newspapers which
adopt a strictly partisan editorial policy fail to fulfill their responsibilities to thepublic.
The Daagor Daily News has failed the people of Northern Maine by adopting
such a policy. It has let its political viewpoints completely dominate its editorials.
It is our hope that the 'NEWS" will re-evaluate its editorial policy and pre-
sent a bi-partisan viewpoint. It has a right to present its own beliefs but it
should in all fairness present the other side and let the people be the final judge.
Progress?
Who says that Maine people aren't progressive and far-sighted? Our own be-loved town of Orono is living proof that Maine people do think of the future.This modern, progressive town has already strung its decorations for Christmas19'62. Perhaps we are wrong! Perhaps Orono celebrates Christmas on a differ-
ent day than the rest of the world!
How fortunate for the university to be located in such a progressive com-
munity!
The "Right" View of Education
A Right-Wing organization engaged in censoring school textbooks has statedhat "Facts only confuse the young—until they are old enough to distinguish forliemselves they should be taught only the American side." Our present popula-ion shows the results of this type of education, for a large segment is narrow, pre-judiced, inflexible, and easily subject to Right-Wing extremism.
To continue this one-sided type of education can only bring disaster in the20th century, for the survival of any nation in this Nuclear Age depends on itsibility to think and act internationally. National conflicts can result in the de-
Aruction not only of nations, but of the entire human race, especially as more and
note nations obtain nuclear weapons.
No Cure
"o the Editor:
You say that "education" is a
tire for all ills. Your definition
f "education" has a great deal
o do with the worth of your
tatement, but I presume you
lean what we term "secular"
ducation. If this is the mean-
uz of "education", then I most
mphatically disagree with you.
believe it has been demon-
rated several million times. on
11 levels, that "education" is
ot such a cure. Even if we add
religious" to our definition of
education" this still holds true
believe.
The kind of "education" that
mild stop a man from lying,
neating, sponging, laziness,
a.ssiping, envy, jealousy, hatred,
ad temper, immorality, ad al-
lost infinitiun, would truly be
"cure for all social, economic,
lid political ills."
. If you can demonstrate that
iigher education" makes inch-
duals less prone to -- and even
Letters to the Editor
free from — these things, then
I would agree with you.
It seems to me that this short
"Absolute Truth" of yours is
absolutely wrong; can you "re-
fute it"?
Rex Smith
I Agree
To the Editor:
I agree with Mr. Thomas
Goodwin in his article the
"Premise of a Conservative"
(Feb. 22 '62). The Communists
have stated that they are out
to get us. We should state that
we are going to make the
world free for Democracy and
Christianity, and strike them
before they strike us.
We should eliminate all the
dictatorships and Socialistic
countries starting first with the
small ones: Cuba, Portugal,
Spain, Yugoslavia, India, Den-
mark, and England. Then when
we have the world on our side
we will be ready for Russia and
China.
Name withheld upon requcst
Birth Control
To the Editor:
The world of the United
States revolves around a great
many rules and regulations put
to the people in the form of
laws. If we have come to the
point where we are going to
start with birth regulations, we
are starting the inevitable slide
to less democracy.
Most of the birth control laws
are far fetched. What would
happen if a body were to en-
force these laws? Do you
think that the American Public
would allow such an enforce-
ment?
Knowledge, in marriage, of
sex and the operation and func-
tion of the body are an essen-
tial part of life. If one wants
to control birth he can, and he
can do it in his own home with
no loss of the physical part of
married life.
Robert W. Whylard
"AND IT'S OUR ONLY CANNEL "
The Beargarden
I Read Another Book!
By Margaret McMullen
I suppose the first thing I
should take care of this week is
the reply by John Hachey to
my letter of two weeks ago. I
feel that Mr. Hachey dcsei-ves
some comment.
Well, now that that's out of
the way. I can move on to the
important things. I was re-
reading Vance Packard's "Sta-
tus Seekers" the other day, and
ran across a couple of sentences
that might be relevant here.
"Bohemia," he says, "is a state
of mind inhabited by those who,
whether or not they are cre-
ative or particularly intellectual,
like to stand on the margins
and scoff at the babbtes. They
cherish, within limits, different-
ness of behavior." Mr. Packard
might enjoy doing some re-
search on this topic here on
campus. There seems to be
plenty of material from which
to draw. As a matter of fact,
sometimes I find it hard to dis-
tinguish the Intellectual Move-
ment from the Kraft Process.
At the other extreme, there
are the 'apathists.' (I think I
just invented another word).
Some people become very con-
cerned about campus apathy. I
don't. At least, not to any great
extent. I contend, at the risk
of being a bit chauvinistic, that
the number of dedicated apa-
thists is in almost exact pro-
portion to the number of quasi-
intellectuals. I like the apathists
better. They mind their own
business. anyway. Of course.
they kind of reach an extreme
about it, but they don't go
around trying to enlist people.
Now that the Arts Festival is
approaching, everyone will have
a chance to see the 'caste' sys-
tem of our university in all its
repulsive clarity. You don't be-
lieve it? Well, go to one of the
big events: a concert, discus-
sion, lecture, speech, or even
the tea, although maybe it's not
so obvious at the tea. Every-
body kind of wanders aiound
being impressed and impressive.
At the other functions the
cliques get a chance to gather,
so it's not so hard to distin-
!milli as to who belongs where.
Should be a good festival,
though. I hope I didn't under-
estimate the power of the apa-
thists, though.
Well, there comes a time in
every sophomore's life when he
or she must do what I am go-
ing to do. Slump. So, as the
government sinks slowly into the
red, I shall depart for another
short period of lUbernation
Vale.
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Name Noted Law Librarian
To University Law School
One of the nation's foremost
law librarians. Professor Arthur
C. Pulling, has been named
libiarian of the University's
School of Law in Portland. He
will begin his duties September1
Professor Pulling has served
as law librarian at the Harvard
Law School. University of
Minnesota Law School. Villano-
va University Law School, and
the War Department Library.
He will retire at Villanova
this spring, where he was
awarded an honorary L.L.D.
degree in 1954.
President Elliott said that the
University of Maine was most
fortunate to have on its Law
School staff a man of Professor
Pulling's calibre and experi-
ence
He noted that the recent ap-
pointment of Professcr Edward
S Godfrey, cot Unign yniverat-
ty. as dean of the school. and
Profes:;or Pullin:; as its librarian.
were -initial steps in the State
University's goal of achieving
full accreditation for its Law
School."
PROF. ARTHUR C. PULLING
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Worth 1,000 Words
What with the cold weather,
snow and all, we sent able
photog Bill Colbath out for a
seasonal picture or two. This
is what developed. We wanted
something different, so we can't
can him on that point. Never-
theless writin9, a caption drove
us nuts. The fellow at the
left managed to keep his head
through it all — but nothing
else. Hope you get the pic-
ture. We didn't. Anyone who
can write a better caption wins
a front row seat for the next
Beta Cannon Run.
Orono, Maine, March 1, 19€ Maine, Thire
Freshman Executive Committee
Members of the Freshman Class Executive Commit
tee have been working out final details for their clast
banquet and dance which will be held Saturday at 8:31
p.m. in the Commons. (l-r back row) Paul Hamden
Alfred Chamberlain, Ted Leonard, Norman Viger, Scot
Kaufmann, and Horace Horton. (l-r front row) Lindi
Morancy, Karen Helliwell, and Patricia Elwell.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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• FAMILY PLAN
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••
• For Married Students•
•
•
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Now you can have low-premium life insurance for your
whole family, all under one policy, all paid for at the same
time. The protection increases as your family increases.
It covers you with your choice of a variety of permanent
insurance plans with cash and loan values.
It covers your wife with term insurance for not more than
half the amount of insurance on your life, to a maximum
of $10,000.
It covers your children age 14 days to 18 years with
term insurance to age 25 for half the amount on your wife's
life, lesser benefits until 6 months old.
Children born or legally adopted later automatically
covered when 14 days old.
Premium is the same regardless of the number of present
and future children.
If you s:iould die, your wife's and children's insurance
would be fully paid up.
If your wife should die, your children's insurance would
be fully paid up.
Ask for premium rates and easy payment plan. Na
obligation.
Representatives:
BOB DOW
AVERILL BLACK
RICHARD DANSEREAU
HARRY LESLIE
MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Springfield, Massachusetts
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX . . . ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY!
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Bryer Family Fund Taps $100 Mark
An emergency fund, opened by
The Maine Campus for an Orono
family whose home burned last
month, has risen to more than
STUDENTS
FACULTY—STAFF
FOR
A Change of Pace
A Change of Taste
A Change of Place
LUNCH OR DINE AT
THE FORD ROOM
2nd Floor Memorial Union
A Beautiful Room—
Tasty Menus
Open Daily except Sat.
$100.
The Maine Campus Beyer Fam-
ily Fund, opened at a local bank,
will go to Wallace Bryer, his wife
and three children as well as a
sister and brother-in-law who lost
all but a few personal belongings
in a fire which leieled their frame
house.
The fund will remain open for
another two weeks. Those who
have not given and wish to, please
send donations to BRYER FUND,
MERRILL TRUST CO., Orono,
Me.
Me MAINE Calendar 
 
Notices
Friday, March 2
Reading of "The Amoralists" by
Harvey Bates and Roland Burns,
Lown Room, Memorial Union.
8 p.m.
Sophomore Hop, Memorial
Gymnasium, 8 p.m.
Union Movie, "Li'l Abner,"
Bangor Room. Memorial Union,
7 & 9 p.m.
Saturday, March 3
Freshman Banquet. Common,.
Freshman Dance, Memorial
TWIST
every Thursday nite 8-12
The Canteen
359 Main St. Bangor
Music by Lee Grover & His Downbeats
LUCKY STRIKE
presents:
Gymnasium.
-Hoot" Folk Singing, Coe Lounge,
Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
Sunday, March 4
*Chi Omega Art Tea, Carnegie
Hall, 2 to 4 p.m.
Tuesday, March 6
Poetry Hour, Main Lounge,
Memorial Union, 4:10 p.m.
*Special Guest from March Arts
Festival, Marc Connelly, will
read from The Green Pastures.
General Student Senate meeting,
Bangor Room, Memorial Union,
7 p.m.
Wednesday, March 7
*Art Film, "Renoir," Bangor
Room, Memorial Union, 4 p.m.
Thursday, March 8
Panhellenic Council Meeting,
7:00 p.m.
March Arts Festival Event.
tiff 6'
"On hurry, Harvey. They've
started twisting already."
.2
Ai7/4
"Stretch pants
don't see77 to do
a thing for me."
"COEDS"
"There goes Ethel—
carried away again!"
COEDS AND SUPERCOEDS. Coeds accept a Friday-night date on Friday after-noon. Supercoeds have to keep date books. Coeds wear black and gray. Super-coeds wear green and red and yellow. Coeds talk about "The College."Supercoeds discuss the world. Coeds smoke dainty, tasteless cigarettes thatthey think proper. Supercoeds smoke Luckies because Luckies taste better.There are many supercoeds, because college students smoke more Luckies thanany other regular. Are you a supercoed?
CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste
 for a change!
A. T Co. Product of (12'
 
dnetican crAcco-erary—"gezcza is our middle name.
The play. The Amoralists, by
Anne Cheitman will be read by
Harvey Bates and Roland Burns on
Friday, March 2, at 8 p.m., in the
Lown Room of the Memorial Union.
Coffee will be served and there will
be ample time afterwards for dis-
cussion in a coffee house atmosphere.
The reading is sponsored by the
Ad Hoc Student Committee.
The Class of 1965 will serve its
annual Freshman Class Banquet
Saturday, March 3, in the Commons.
The banquet will be served at 6:30
and a dance will follow from 8:30
to midnight in the Memorial Gym-
nasium. Planning the program are
Robert Bailey, Class President; Hor-
ace Horton, Norman Viger, Linda
Morancy, Paul Harnden, Patricia
Elwell, Ted Leonard, Scott Kauf-
mann, Georgann Guildmore, Gor-
don Smith, Karen Helliwell, Alfred
Chamberlain, Anna Carparelli, and
Bonnie Roberts.
The Mrs. Maine Well-Baby
Clinic will be held Saturday,
March 10, at Merrill Hall begin-
ning promptly at 1:30 p.m. The
clinic is available to all faculty
and student pre-school children.
Physical examinations are given
at 1:30 and shots at 2:00 p.m.
Appointments should be made in
advance by calling Mrs. Walter
Kimmich, 26.11 University Park,
827-8342, or by contacting Mrs.
Roger Mitchell at Wilders Trailer
Park. It is important that any
cancellations be made in advance
or it will be necessary to bill you
for your appointment.
The next meeting of the Debate
Club will be held on Tuesday,
March 27, at 3:10 p.m. in 305
Stevens.
The Sociology Club will hold its
second meeting of the semester
Thursday. March 1, at 7 p.m. in
the Totman Room of the Memorial
Union. Julie Ingalls, Dick Bough,
and Ann Clark will discuss their
experiences in summer jobs and field
practice in Social Work. The new
club officers are Dick Bough, Presi-
dent: June Webster. Vice President;
Barbara Spinet, Treasurer; Lynda
Wheelock, Secretary; Anne Clark,
Program chairman; and Jane Ma-
loney, Publicity.
Students entering the Union
Photographic Contest must have
entry blanks in the MUAB office
by March 30. Entry blanks may
be picked up at the Newscounter.
Opportunities
Cash prizes totaling $2,000 await
collegiate authors in a short story
contest. Winners will have their
stories published in an annual hard-
cover volume, "Best College Writ-ing." The prize money is being pro-
vided by the The Reader's Digest
Foundation. The prize for the best
short story submitted in the con-
test will be $500. The number two
entry will win $350, and third prize
will be $250. The next eighteen
winners will receive honorable men-
tion awards of $50 apiece. Con-
testants are urged to prepare entries
as soon as possible since the contest
deadline is April 20, 1962. Manu-
scripts should be from 1,500 to9,000 words in length and should be
submitted to STORY Magazine Col-lege Contest, c/o The Reader's Di-
gest, Pleasantville, New York. Man-
uscripts must be certified by a facul-
ty member. Further details aboutthe contest arc available in the cur-
rent issue of STORY or by writingto STORY Contest, c/o The Read-
er's Digest, Pleasantville, N. Y.
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Foreign Feature 
Student Thinks U.S. Relations
With Latin America A Mistake
By IMRE COROND1
I was born, at the beginning of the
War, in the western part of Hun-
gary. Before the Russians took over
my hometown, we escaped to Aus-
tria. then Germany, stayed three
years in Italy, and finally we arrived
in Argentina-Buenos Aires—where
we have lived ever since.
All my relatives, except my par-
ents, brother, and an uncle, who
escaped during the Revolution of
1956, are in Hungary.
IMRE GORONDI
(Hungarian Refugee)
I started my elementary education
in Hungary, continued in Italy, and
finished it in Argentina where I did
my secondary education and a half
semester in the Engineering Faculty
at the University of Buenos Aires.
I came to the United States as a
"Bowdoin Plan Student- for 1960-
61 in the Sigma Nu Fraternity at
Bowdoin College. This is my first
year at the University of Maine
where I have transferred in order to
finish my engineering studies before
returning to Argentina.
After high school, we go to the
University. This is composed of the
Faculty of Medicine. Law, Engineer-
ing. etc., and each one offers a
full program with no possibility for
add and drop. We don't have—at
least in Buenos Aires—a "campus."
The Faculties—each one in a dif-
ferent part of the city—consist of
a big building with the classrooms.
laboratories, library, offices, and
some recreational possibilities. In
the first year in some faculties there
is a ratio of about 100 students to
a professor. but in the upper year
changes to a very reasonable propor-
lion. The basic difference is that we
don't have compulsory assistance to
the theoretical classes. We have to go
to the laboratory, and then all the
responsibility is left to the student
until he is given the final examina-
tion.
There is not much "social life"
but rather a very active "political
life" in the University. Every student
is very much concerned about the
international and national political
events. Political meetings—pro and
anti-communist—manifestions, and
riots, are always present. As a group.
they represent a political force with-
in the country.
Latin American countries accord-
ing to their social and economic
structure could be divided into three
groups. First: countries ruled by
dictators drunk with the heavy wine
of political power—Savoyoa. Batista.
and Trugillo. Second: countries with
the mold of traditional feudal mon-
archial societies where the "privi-
leged few" are very rich and at the
same time the under-privileged
illiterate masses are stirring—the
majority of the Latin American
countries, with the exception of
Argentina Brazil, Venezula, Colom-
bia. Mexico. and Uruguay which
belong to the third group. Third:
countries with a middle class large
and resolute enough to either break
the mold of traditional society domi-
nated by the wealth, or, to trans-
form the old feudalism so that it
would be compatible with the neces-
sities of democratic industrial econo-
my. As a consequence of this trans-
formation, it is included in the other
dynamic class, the working ruler,
among the forces whose competition
establish the flexible equilibrium
basic to democratic justice.
United States foreign policy to-
wards Latin America, until a couple
of months ago—and only with very
few exceptions—has been a succes-
sion of serious mistakes, that is.
from my point of view as a Latin
American. In order to clarify this
statement let me say a couple of
words in this respect. My statement
is based on the United States foreign
policy with the "second group of
countries." Because of the over-
emphasis on "international Com-
munism" the United States gave
"foreign aid" and supported all those
governments that guaranteed stabili-
ty and loyalty to the U. S., regard-
less of what their "strong rulers"
were doing in behalf of their own
hungry and illiterate people. Conse-
quently, these people are losing
their faith in "evolution" and they
turn to "revolution" as the only
means to achieve social justice.
The Maine Masque Theatre presents
"BLOOD WEDDING"
hy Federico Garcia Lorca
March 21-22-23-24
at 8:15 p.m.
Matinee. March 24
at 2 p.m.
tickets $1.20, on sale
in 310 Stevens Hall
beginning Mon.
BOX OFFICE OPENS
MARCH 5
Last 2 productions were
sold out!! Get your tickets
early
Because of many reasons—Mr.
Nixon's trip and Castro. etc.—the
U. S. has finally realized what is
the "real problem in Latin America."
They have also recognized that
the way to stop Communism's ad-
vance in Latin America is not by
supporting loyal dictators or the
feudal minorities but rather by at-
tacking the seeds of Communism
by finding out the courses that had
originated there, and this can be
done, by strengthening the truly
democratic forces, encouraging so-
cial justice, and economic growth.
President Kennedy's "Alliance for
Progress" is the so desperately
needed -Revolution" for many Latin
American nations.
We have faith that soon all Latin
American nations will be able to
achieve a "truly democratic" form
of government, and from then on
there would be a peaceful and har-
monic coexistence between the coun-
tries of our continent.
U. Of H. Offers
Advertising Major
Professor Herbert Bob Stellmach-
er, Chairman of the Department of
Marketing and Foreign Trade at the
University of Hawaii, has just an-
nounced a new advertising major
with emphasis on the marketing as-
pects of advertising. Tuition is low
—only $85 per semester—with no
penalty for out-of-state students.
Dormitory rooms are scarce, but
university regulations permit stu-
dents to live in off campus rooms
and apartments, which are fairly
plentiful.
Anyone interested in more details
about Hawaii and its educational
program may write to Professor H.
B. Stellmacher, University of Ha-
maii, Honolulu 14, Hawaii.
Les Elgart To Play At Junior Prom
The junior class, at a meeting,
February 14, discussed the Junior
Prom to be held March 23.
Les Elgart's Orchestra will play in
the Memorial Gym which will be
docorated in the theme of "Shangri-
La." Elaine Murphy and Pat Wheel-
er, co-chairmen of the Decorations
Committee, urged classmates to vol-
unteer to help with decorations.
JAM SESSION
every Saturday 2-5 p.m.
The Canteen
359 Main St. Bangor
music by Dale Whitney's Maine Bears
We all mahe mistakes 
ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRXSABLE BOND
Touch-type, hunt-and-peck, type with one hand tied
behind your back—it's easy to turn out perfect papers
on Corfasable. Because you can erase without a trace.
Typing errors disappear like magic with just the flick of
an ordinary pencil erascr.There's never a telltale erasure
mark on Corrisable's special surface.
Corasable is available in light,
medium, heavy weights and Onion
Skin. In convenient 100-sheet
packets and 500-sheet ream
boxes. Only Eaton makes
Corrisable.
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
/web 7:41rats.
"
EATON PAPER CORPORATION ; E: PITTSFIELD, MASS.
men recommend it
Cool, cleon Old Spice After Shave lotion always
gets you off to o fast, smooth start. Feels just as
good between shoves os it does alter shoving
Rotes A-OK with dotes.
S 1-4U LT 0 NJ
AFTER SHAVE
LOTION
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Kappa Sig Elects
The following have been elected
officers of Kappa Sigma fraternity:
Michael Casey, president; Lester
Moran, vice president; Donald Born-
stein, secretary; Michael Gentile.
treasurer; Daniel Severson, assistant
treasurer; John Huchins, Moulton
Schwab, master of ceremonies; Rich-
ard Boles, social chairman; and
guards Philip Libby and Everett
Nesbit.
Election Indicates Co - Eds Prefer
Getting Their Meal Tickets Punched
An election on the possibility of
changing the meal ticket system in
the women's dormitories has indi-
cated that the present system is
preferred.
An overwhelming vote of 521 to
183 showed that the women pre-
ferred to retain the method of punch-
ing tickets at each meal. The pro-
The Canoe City Laundromat
354 No. Main St., Old Town, Maine
Has the answer
To All Your Laundry and Cleaning Needs
• QUICK LAUNDROMAT SERVICE(Wash, Fluff Dried, and Neatly Folded)
• FINEST SHIRTS IN EASTERN MAINE(We are Agents for Wong's Chinese Laundry)
• 2-DAY PERSONALIZED DRY CLEANING
SERVICE
Finest Work Around!
Come in and Look Around at Our Beautiful,
Spotless Laundromat
(Located opp. Woolen Mill)
Sandy Fraser, recently crowned Winter Carnival king. receives afree load of washing upon presentation of this coupon anytimeduring the next two weeks.
posed new system would have abol-
ished the meal ticket, but would re-
quire greater regimentation in the
mebl lines.
The ballot election, February 13,
was conducted by the Standards
Board of the Associated Women
Suldents, under the guidance of the
Assistant Dean of Women, Miss
Zink.
The present system allows the
co-ed to obtain three temporary
nie0 tickets before purchasing a new
one, should the original ticket be
lost.
king‘ac
cao* Pod a ai PARK'S
KEYS MADE
while you wait
Get an EXTRA
one today
Bear Facts . . .
(Continued from Page 12)
as some of the opposing coaches would like known after they lose inOrono...Recent rumor had it that Maine Intercollegiate golf champGORDON CURRY would be released fr 
 
active duty in time to enrollin the second eight week education block and play golf. However,later developents mean that Curry's activated unit will remain onduty well past the spring break...New York Yankee shortstop TONY
KUBEK is another athlete languishing on military duty. In Kubek's
absence, rookies TOM TRESII and PHIL LINZ have been battling forhis post. LINZ led the Texas League with a .349 mark and TRESII hi!
.313 in the International League last year...
OFFICIAL PROBLEM
While every close call against the University of Maine brings it
chorus of discontent from the stands, basketball coach Brian McCall is
not nearly so concerned with the officiating at Maine games as he is withgetting competent officials to call the contests.
It seems that very few out of state referees are inclined to makethe long trip to Orono and then face the partisan crowd, whose barkis worse than its bite. Officials are selected by the home club but
must be cleared through the ECAC in New York and its members,
namely Maine's opponents. So, while there are state of Maine officialsqualified and eager to work Black Bear games, they cannot seem toget clearance from outside. The result is the bids must be extended to
southern New England officials, who not unreasonably would rather
work in their own back yards and be home by midnight. Therefore,for the most part, the better refs grab the assignments in Massachusetts,Rhode Island and Connecticut, leaving the snowy northland for thelesser lights.
If opposing coaches would spend less time figuring officials and moretime figuring strategy perhaps they would be better off. Then too, thebetter whistle toters are less likely to give in to the home crowd than
mediocre refs.
' Tareyton
delivers
the flavor...
MM. FILTER DOES IT'
"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
says turf king Virgilius (Big Wheel) Plutarch. the
Appian Way to fine tobacco taste—Dual Filter Tareytons,"
says Big Wheel. "From the Alps to the Aqueduct, we smoke
them summo cum gaucho. Try Tareyton, one filter cigarette
that really delivers de gustibus!"
ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
INNER FILTER
PURE WHITE
OUTER FILTER
DIAL FILTER
Tare)/ton
icr mail( name. a
Cagers Hope . . .
(Continued from Page 12)
In addition, the zone press,
which the Bears have used suc-
cessfully of late, has forced oppo-
nents into mistakes they would
not ordinarily make. McCall, sho
entered the final two games with
a 63-27 overall mark at Maine
and an 11-11 record for the sea-
son, feels that the press is a
gamble which has its merits
whether the ball is stolen or not.
The offensive team is forced into
speeding up the tempo of its at-
tack, making long passes and tak-
ing poor shots. Thus, the oppo-
nents may hold onto the ball to
shoot, but their normal offensive
patterns are disrupted and they
are forced into playing Maine's
running game.
In the first Rhode Island contest
at Orono, Ram coach Ernie Cal-
verley opened with 6-3 Charlie Lee
and 6-4 Bob Logan at the forward
positions, 6-5 Gary Koenig at center,
and 6-3 Dave Ricereto and 5-9 Ron
Rothstein at guard. Lee is the lead-
ing scorer in the conference with
18.7 points a game. Skip Chappelle,
17.3, stands second to the Rhodyjunior. In addition to the starting
five. 6-3 forward Mike Weiss and
5-10 guard Stu Schachter saw con-
siderable action in the previous
meeting.
Delts Snatch . . .
(Continued from Page 12)
Sigma Chi, Phi Gam, Phi Mu, and
Phi Eta will now participate in the
round robin elimination for the fra-
ternity championship.
Phi Eta won its spot in the play-
offs with a 86-35 victory over Sis
Ep in which 12 men scored for the
Green. ATO grabbed fifth place in
the American league with a 51-34
win over Alpha Gam. Bob Wilkin-
son scored 23 for the victors.
In National League play. SAE
landed in fifth place by edging Teke.
32-31 in the last seconds of play.
Final Fraternity
National
League
standings:
American
League
KS 7 1 DTD 70
SC 7 1 PGD 6 1
PMD 7 2* PEK 5 2
PKS 6 3" LCA 4 3
SAE 44 ATO 3 4
TKE 3 5 SPE 1 6
TEP 2 6 AGR 1 6
TC 1 7 BTP 1 6
SN 0 8
* had playoff to enter round robin
Cagers Hope To Rap Rams In
Wind Up; Styrnamen In Finale
By BILL SMULLEN
The University track squad will travel to Northeastern Uni-
versity this weekend to wind up the 1962 indoor season. Opposi-
tion this year has been tough and the last opponent will be no
exception.
To date Northeastern has posted
impressive victories over Bates,
M.I.T., and Tufts. It also boasts of
the best team in school history
which will make the job no easier
for the "Pale Blue."
Their squad is supported by two
good weight throwers, Craftson and
Donahue along with Lytele their
best broad jumper and hurdler.
The Maine Bears needn't hide
their faces after the good, hard fight
they launched against a tough Bates
team last Saturday. The final tally,
67-55 in favor of the Bobcats, was
only decided after the last event. If
at full strength Maine would have
undoubtedly walked away with the
match.
Dick Nason and Bill Blood did a
fine job in the weight events as they
posted distaces of 55' 1.5" and 47'
0.5", respectively. Pete MacPhee,
despite an injury and a week with-
out practice, won the 45 yard dash
in a time of 5.1. Mike Kimball lost
a tough run in the mile but came
back to cop the two mile run fol-
lowed by teammate, Bruce Went-
worth.
Coach Edmund Styrna felt that
his squad did an excellent job on the
whole with the lack of strength and
manpower especially in the middle
distances.
DeIts Snatch
Title Beating
Fills, 64-59
By ED ROGERS
Regular season action in intra-
mural basketball ended last week as
Delta Tau tipped Phi Gam, 64-59,
for the American League cham-
pionship. Kappa Sigma and Sigma
Chi tied for the National League
title.
In the race for playoff positions,
Phi Mu defeated Phi Kap, 63-59
behind Ron Paquette in the playoff
for the third and final round robin
position. Kappa Sig, Delta Tau.
(Continued on Pare Eleven)
McCall Plans
Early Season
Golf Practice
Golf Coach Brian McCall has
asked all varsity and freshman golf-
ers to report to him on Monday,
March 5, with practice due to begin
on Wednesday, March 7.
McCall plans to move his club
outdoors as soon as practice fields
are available. In the meanwhile,
however, the golfers will practice
indoors when the field house is clear.
The golf team, in its first season
under McCall, will open the 1962
spring season in the Brunswick Open
on April 18. At the present time,
11 men are vieing for the seven
slots open for each intercollegiate
match.
Lettermen out for the team in-
clude Browne Goodwin. Terry Nel-
son and Gary Symonds. Others in
the running include Bob Birch-
enough. Dave Howe. Carlo Kemp-
tom Alan Leathers. Frank Moxon,
Russ Prosser, Pete Solheim and Bill
Whitman.
Brian McCall's University of Maine cagers wrap up their 1961-62 schedule in a contest again,t
the University of Rhode Island at Kingston tonight. The Bears will enter the contest, vital to Rains'
Yankee Conference hopes, fresh from two straight upsets and with hopes for another. Maine played
its final State Series game at Bates Tuesday night.
Rhode Island must beat Maine to
pull even with the University of
Massachusetts in the Yancon race.
E R
1CTS
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Nommoninsm SPORTS EDITOR
PROMISING PAIR!
The week of upsets just concluded by me Maine cagers did nothing
for Black Bear title aspirations—for the present at least. And though
Connecticut's NCAA hopes were dashed. the •Ignificance of the Bears'
return to previous seasons. form may not be until next year.
However, two shining lights, m hid) may become shockers to Maine
opponents next year, made their presence known. The,c rays of hope for
the future came in the form of Art Warren and Laddie Deemer, a pair
of juniors who have developed into winning ball players of late. Warren
has been in the starting lineup since the beginning of the season, but it
has only been in recent games that the former Brunswick star has settled
into a steady rebounder and consistent scorer. While Warren is still far
from being a thoroughlly polished performer, he shows promise of con-
tinued improvement.
Against Bowdoin, Warren came within one of tieing the Maine
record by pulling down 19 rebounds. Shifted from the corner to center,
he has made his weight felt on the boards against opponents half a
head taller. In addition, his hustle and scrap under the glass are an
inspiration to the rest of the club.
Deemer, a Freeport neighbor of Warren's, has become an exciting
back court performer for the Bears. In each passing game, Deemer seems
to gain added confidence in his outside jump shot. With it, he has been
instrumental in breaking open the Colby and Bowdoin games and keeping
Maine in the UConn contest. However, of equal importance has been
Deemer's great defensive play and playmaking.
Both Warren and Deemer were unfortunately lost to the Bears last year
after playing outside games over Christmas vacation, a practice frowned
upon by the NCAA. but have come fast as juniors. There is no reason
why the 1962-63 season shouldn't bring even better play from the pair.
CHAMBERLAIN GUNNING
With the Philadelphia Warriors mathematically eliminated from
the Eastern Division title, look for WILT CHAMBERLAIN, with help
from his team mates, to make an all out bid for an even 50 point
average. With nine games remaining, the Dipper stood at 49.8...
Heavyweight champion FLOYD PA1TERSON hopes to manage his
brother RAY PA1TERSON when the Golden Gloves heavyweight
champion turns pro. Ray weighs 186, heavier than Floyd at the same
stage...CHARLIE CONERLY'S retirement will be a tough blow for
the New York Giants. While Y.A. TITTLE took all the bows, it was
the former Mississippi tailback who bailed the New Yorkers out of
more than one of 1961's key contests...
EXPANSION BIG
Birds chirping in the field house and press releases from the south
indicate that spring is here, and with it another baseball season. 1962 will
be round two in the major leagues' expansion game as the New York
Mets and Houston Colt 45's in the National League join the American
League's Washington Senators and Los Angeles Angels, who debuted last
year. The significance of adding teams to the major leagues can be seen
by the fact that the fledging Mets, with Casey Stengel at the helm, have
been drawing more space than the World Champion New York Yankees
and their homerun hero Roger Mans.
While the four fledgings have been accused of bringing minor
league baseball to the major leagues, progress has been made. Given
several years to develop farm systems and esprit de corps, these brand
new clubs will certainly be good for baseball. Despite what old time
fans may holler, there is a need for more room in the big leagues for
more ball players, and there are the ball players to fill these slots.
Sixty years ago, when the National and American loops settled into
the eight club concept, there were approximately 100 million people in
the United States. Now there are over 180 million folks, including negroes
who were formerly excluded from the national game. In addition, Carib-
beans by the boatload arrive each spring to vie for pro baseball positions.
With twice as many people to draw potential major leaguers from, it even
seems strange that only four clubs have been added to the majors. Once
the four path breakers have their feet on the ground, the way will be open
for another four clubs, and a return to the 154 game schedule. Hopeful
sluggers are urged to aim for Roger Mans' asterisk* record now or never.
POOR LOSERS?
An article in this week's SPORTING NEWS deplores egg throw-
ing, penny tossing and attacking referees, all of which have become
popular this year. Apparently Maine fans do not stack up so poorly
(Continued on Page Eleven)
The Redmen stand 7-2, while the
Rams are 6-2 in conference play.
Both wind up their league play on
Saturday night, UMass at home
against New Hampshire, and Rhody
on the road at Connecticut. How-
ever, should both U.R.I. and UMass
cop their remaining contests and
finish with 8-2 marks, the Redmen
would probably draw the Yankee
Conference's NCAA tournament slot
on the basis of their two conference
wins over the Rams. Rhode Island
drew the bid last year.
Last week Maine ended UConn's
conference hopes with a 70-68
upset victory at Orono and, ac-
cording to McCall, hopes to deal
Rhode Island the same death
blow. McCall feels that the Bears
will have a good chance to upset
the Rams if they can match their
performance in the first meeting
between the two clubs. The Bears
gave the Rams a third period
scare but buckled under as Rhode
Island shot 62 percent from the
floor. However, the Maine coach
feels that the Rams are not likely
to equal that figure tonight.
In beating Connecticut for the
second time this year, the Bears
continued its winning ways in con-
vincing victories over Colby and
Bowdoin, both of whom had beat
the Bears in the two earlier meet-
ings. The win over the Huskies w.
the first time in Yankee Conference
history that one team had beat
UConn twice in the same season
while the upset of the Mules spoiled
their perfect 6-0 record in State
Series play.
The same starting five will open t
the Rhode Island game, according
to McCall, and consists of Captain
Skip Chappelle and Don Harnum in
the corners. Art Warren at center.
and Laddie Deemer and Lenny Mac-
Phee in the back court. Chappelle.
Harnum and MacPhee will be mak-
ing their final appearances for the
Bears, while Warren and Deemer
will return next year as seniors.
McCall feels that the key to the
three straight victories last week and
the good performance in a losing
cause against Rhode Island before
can be attributed to an improved
offense and a defense which has
kept the defense off balance. All
five of the starters have been scor-
ing when called upon and the team
as a whole has been shooting very
came up with a starting five which well, McCall adds.
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Diamond Squad
Far From Set
Although the opening game of
the southern trip is only a month
away, the University of Maine base-
ball team is far from settled in
Coach Jack Butterfield's mind. In-
fielders and outfielders have been
working out with the pitchers and
catchers for the past week and
Butterfield has made his initial cuts.
One member of last year's team,
Cal Gammons, will not be available
for the opener at Columbia Univer-
sity, and has been lost for the sea-
son due to arm trouble, according
to Butterfield. Gammons had been
a candidate for the short stop slot,
and was a sure bet to start in the
outfield if not at short.
Butterfield is faced with a hole at
short stop, created by the graduation
of Woody Dunphy, the prospect of
finding an entirely new outfield,
when captain Bill Livesey is pitch-
ing, and the job of rebuilding his
pitching staff. At this point, Butter-
field says he has made no decisions
on any of the problems.
While Butterfield planned to make
a cut Wednesday, the roster up until
that point included pitchers George
Bartlett, Dick Dolloff, Dave Has-
kell, Pete Henderson, Doug Hutch-
ings, Bill Livesey, Bob MacDonald,
Hilary Mahaney, Ed Skorski, Bill
Thomas and Art Warren; catchers
Don Derrah, John Gibbons, Bob
LeBerge, Ron Marks and Vic Mer-
cer.
Also, infielders Wayne Cobb, Pete
Forbush, Dave Gaw, Lenny Mac-
Phee, Ken Mantai, Connie Nisbet,
Ed Ranzoni, Dave Thompson and
Don Vitello and outfielders Skip
Chappelle, Phil Morse, Ray Roberts
and Dave Vaillancourt.
The baseball schedule released
this week: March 31, at Columbia;
April 2, at Virginia; April 3, at
Hamden Sydney; April 4, at Fort
Eustis; April 5, at Newport Appren-
tice School (2 games); April 6, at
Villanova; April 7, at Columbia;
April 13 and 14, at Rhode Island;
April 20 and 21, at Connecticut;
April 27 and 28, Massachusetts;
May 2, Bates; May 5, at Bowdoin;
May 9, Colby; May 11, at Bates;
May 15, at Colby; May 18 and 19,
Vermont; May 22, Bowdoin; and
May 25 and 26, at New Hampshire
- M Skiers
Place Sixth
In Carnival
University of Maine skiers fin-
ished sixth in the Middlebury Win-
ter Carnival, held last weekend. The
Blue skiers moved up to the sixth
position with a fine team effort •
the jumping events, in which M
finished fourth.
Danny Gatz, Jeff Chapman and
Bill Ferguson all finished between
10th and 20th in the 11 team field of
jumpers. The high finish in the
jumping and Maine's sixth place fin-
ish in the cross country enabled the
Bears to end up fourth in the nordic
combined.
In the downhill event, Maine as a
team finished 11th, and in the slalom
10th, for an 11th place in the alpine
combined.
Scott Philbrook was high fen
Maine in the downhill, finishing
27th, while Pete Hudson was 33r4
Barney GaIinsky 40th, Bill Fero,
son 42nd and Steve Karpowich 46th
In the slalom, Pete Hudson win
26th for Maine, Bill Ferguson 28th
Barney Galinsky 33rd and Sten(
Karpowich 40th.
Bill Ferguson finished 19th to
the Bears in the cross country roc
followed by Dan Gatz 21st, Le
Bingham 28th, Pete Hudson 3
and Jeff Chapman 39th.
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